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SMART HOME SURVEILLANCE SYS LLC has

gained recognition as a top choice for

providing Information & Communication

Technology Systems. With over 5 years of

experience and 2000+ successful projects,

we understand the importance of fostering

strong client relationships through

transparency and trust. Our exceptional

design, supply, installation, and

maintenance services offer clients the best

in quality and creativity.
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ABOUT US

Our Access Control, Intrusion Alarms and Sensors, and Smart Door Locks provide superior

security measures to protect clients' premises.

Our CCTV and Time Attendance systems offer clients the ability to monitor and track

activities within their premises, ensuring peace of mind.

Security Solutions:

Surveillance Solutions:

Our Intercom and Interphone systems and PABX systems offer efficient communication

solutions for clients' premises.

Our Home Automation and Smart Home Solutions, as well as Gate Automation and Barrier

Systems, allow clients to automate and control various functions within their premises

with ease.

Communication Systems:

Automation Systems: 



Our Access Control, Intrusion Alarms and Sensors, and Smart Door Locks provide superior

security measures to protect clients' premises.

Visual Solutions: 

Our WiFi Systems, Structured Cabling, and Long Distance Wireless Network solutions

provide clients with reliable and efficient network connectivity.

By choosing SMART HOME SURVEILLANCE SYS LLC, clients can rest assured that their projects will be

completed professionally and on time, thanks to our commitment to building strong client

relationships. Contact us today to learn more about how we can help you with your Information &

Communication Technology needs.

Networking Solutions:

Our Azan Prayer Sound Systems, Quran Recitation Sound Systems, and Smart Amplifiers

provide high-quality audio solutions for clients' needs.

Audio Solutions: 
ABOUT US



COMPANY
VISION & MISSION

MissionVision
Our mission is to provide our clients

with customized, innovative, and
effective information and

communication technology solutions
that meet their unique needs and

exceed their expectations. We strive to
be the partner of choice for all our

clients, delivering the highest quality
products and services with the utmost

integrity and professionalism.

To be the leading provider of

innovative and high-quality

information and communication

technology solutions, consistently

delivering exceptional value to our

clients.

 



OUR VALUES

We are dedicated to delivering the highest quality

products and services, consistently exceeding our

clients' expectations.

Excellence

We continuously strive to stay ahead of the curve,

utilizing the latest technology to provide innovative

solutions for our clients.

Building strong and lasting relationships with our clients is

at the core of our business. We believe in the power of

transparency and trust to ensure successful project

outcomes.

Innovation

Client Relations

Integrity



Our team is our greatest asset, and we value

collaboration and teamwork to achieve our shared

goals.

Teamwork

We hold ourselves to the highest ethical standards,

always acting with honesty and integrity in all that

we do.

Integrity

OUR VALUES



WHY CHOOSE SMART HOME SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 

With 5 years of experience and over 2000 successful projects, we

have the expertise and experience needed to provide top-notch

solutions for all your information and communication technology

needs.

Expertise and Experience

We only use high-quality products from trusted and reliable

manufacturers, ensuring the longevity and performance of your

system.

Our services include design, supply, installation, and

maintenance, ensuring a seamless and hassle-free experience

for our clients.

High-Quality Products

Comprehensive Services



At SMART HOME SURVEILLANCE SYS, we believe in the power of client

relations. By establishing a foundation of trust and transparency

with each client, we ensure projects are completed professionally

and on time.

Client Relations 

We offer competitive prices without sacrificing quality, allowing you

to get the most value for your investment.

Competitive Prices 

WHY CHOOSE SMART HOME SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 



OUR CATEGORY SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS

SECURITY SOLUTIONS

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

AUDIO SOLUTIONS

VISUAL SOLUTIONS

NETWORKING SOLUTIONS



1.  SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS

Our CCTV solutions offer clients the ability to monitor and

track activities within their premises in real-time, ensuring

peace of mind. Our advanced technology and expertise in

installation ensure optimal coverage and functionality.

CCTV:

Our Time Attendance system helps clients manage and

track employee attendance effectively. With features like

biometric recognition and real-time reporting, this solution

streamlines HR processes and saves time.

Time Attendance System:



SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS - BRAND



2. SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Our access control systems offer a secure and convenient way to control who
enters your property. With advanced features such as biometric authentication
and remote management, you can ensure only authorized personnel have access
to restricted areas.

Access Control

Our intrusion alarms and sensors provide a robust security solution to protect your
property against unwanted intrusions. With real-time alerts and notifications, you
can quickly respond to any potential security breaches.

Our smart door locks offer a convenient and secure way to control access to your
property. With remote management and biometric authentication, you can ensure
only authorized personnel have access to your property.

Intrusion Alarms and Sensors

Smart Door Locks



SECURITY SOLUTIONS - BRAND



3. COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Our Intercom and Interphone systems provide
efficient communication within clients' premises,
allowing for clear and immediate communication
between different departments or areas.

Intercom and Interphone Systems:

Our PABX Systems offer a centralized
communication solution for clients, allowing them to
manage multiple incoming and outgoing calls with
ease. With features like call forwarding, voicemail,
and auto-attendant, this solution streamlines
communication processes.

PABX Systems:



COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS - BRAND



Our home automation and smart home solutions
offer a convenient and seamless way to control your
property's lighting to temperature control, and other
appliances. With intuitive apps and voice control,
you can manage your home with ease.

Home Automation and Smart Home Solutions:

Our gate automation and barrier systems provide a

secure and convenient way to control access to your

property. With advanced features such as remote

management and automatic opening, you can

streamline your security and improve convenience.

Gate Automation and Barrier Systems: 

4. AUTOMATION SYSTEMS



AUTOMATION SYSTEMS - BRAND



5.  AUDIO SOLUTIONS

Our Azan Prayer Sound Systems offer high-quality audio solutions
for clients' prayer needs. With crystal clear sound and coverage,
this solution provides an immersive and meaningful experience for
clients.

Azan Prayer Sound Systems:

Our Quran Recitation Sound Systems provide clients with high-
quality audio solutions for their Quran recitation needs. With clear
sound and coverage, this solution creates a peaceful and focused
environment for clients.

Our Smart Amplifiers offer clients advanced audio solutions for
their sound needs. With features like Wi-Fi music, network play, and
android OS, this solution provides superior sound quality and
control.

Quran Recitation Sound Systems:

Smart Amplifiers: 



AUDIO SOLUTIONS - BRAND



6.  VISUAL SOLUTIONS

Our digital signage and video walls offer an engaging and
interactive way to display your brand and messaging. With
advanced features such as real-time updates and
customizable content, you can make a lasting impression
on your audience.

Digital Signage and Video Walls:

Our interactive screens offer a dynamic and engaging
way to display your brand and messaging. With features
such as touch control and real-time updates, you can
make a lasting impression on your students or team.

Interactive Screens: 



VISUAL SOLUTIONS - BRAND



 Our Wi-Fi systems offer fast, reliable, and secure wireless network coverage for homes
and businesses. With the latest technology and advanced security features, we
guarantee optimal performance and protection for all your connected devices. By
selecting us, you can enjoy seamless and efficient internet connectivity, freeing up your
time and resources.

Our structured cabling solutions provide the foundation for your data, voice, and video
communication networks. Our team of experts designs and installs high-performance
cabling infrastructure that maximizes network efficiency and reliability, ensuring the
smooth and efficient flow of data. With our structured cabling services, you can be
confident in the long-term performance of your network.

Our long-distance wireless network solutions provide high-speed internet connectivity
over a large area, without the need for cables. With our cutting-edge technology, you can
easily connect multiple locations, ensuring reliable and secure communication for your
business operations. By selecting us for your long-distance wireless network needs, you
can enjoy extended coverage, flexibility, and cost savings.

STRUCTURED CABLING

LONG DISTANCE WIRELESS NETWORK 

7.  NETWORKING SOLUTIONS
Wi-Fi SYSTEMS 



NETWORKING SOLUTIONS - BRAND



OUR GOAL

At SMART HOME SURVEILLANCE SYS, customer satisfaction is our top

priority. Our customer support team is highly responsive and dedicated

to assisting with any questions or concerns you may have. Whether it's

installation, maintenance, or repairs, our team of experts is committed to

ensuring a smooth and efficient process. With our dedication to

providing exceptional customer support, you can rest assured that your

needs will always be met with the highest level of care and attention.

Customer Satisfaction



Organizational chart presentation 

Abdulla Mayin Kara

General Manager

Mubeen

Sales Engineer         Site Engineer

Rufaid Yaseen
Project     
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Technician

Alamin
Senior 

Technician

Abhiram Sameer Muhammed Abdul Rahman

Technician Technician Sales Assistant Sales Assistant



PROJECT PORTFOLIO

FORTUNE PROPERTIES

Fortune Properties has secured the AMC for the 

surveillance systems, CCTV, gate barriers, and access 

control at the Dubai campus of AUH University.

HORIZON REAL ESTATE

Horizone Real Estate, a renowned real estate firm in Abu 

Dhabi, has chosen us for the maintenance of its building's 

CCTV system.

LEMINAR AIR CONDITIONER

Leminar, a sister company of the Al Shirawi Group, 

specializes in CCTV systems and has deployed them in 

their Al Ain showroom.  

AL WAHA MALL

One of our key customer with 4 year relationship as by 

taking the annual maintenance contract for CCTV system,  

located at Hili Al Ain.

IFFCO ANJR

We are undertaking the AMC for the CCTV system, which 

includes 144 cameras, at IFFCO Al Ain National Juice and 

Refreshments. 

PRIVATE AFFIARS OFFICE

We've assumed responsibility for the ELV system at Maqam 

Palace, managed by the Private Affairs Office. Recently, 

we installed 38 cameras with a wave beam solution, 

enhancing the security infrastructure.  



 

 Client Testimonials 
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Second Floor, Opp. to AADC
SmartHome Surveillance Sys. L.L.C

Business@smarthomealain.com

Hili Mall, Al Ain - UAE

+971 50 6433 786

+971 52 9803 745

CALL CENTER

SmartHome Surveillance Sys. L.L.C -Branch
ROOM NO 3 - ROAD NO 39 - Hili Sanaiya

SmartHome Surveillance Sys. L.L.C -Sanaiya Branch
45 Al Tashgheel 5 St - Industrial Area - Leetag - Al Ain



Thank You for Choosing SMART HOME SURVEILLANCE SYS!

We are thrilled to have the opportunity to work with you and help bring your vision to life. Your trust in our
expertise and commitment to quality is greatly appreciated, and we promise to deliver nothing but the best.

Our team of experts is dedicated to ensuring a seamless and enjoyable experience, from design to installation
and beyond. If you have any questions or concerns along the way, don't hesitate to reach out to our highly
responsive customer support team.

Again, thank you for choosing SMART HOME SURVEILLANCE SYS. We look forward to delivering the perfect solution for your
needs. INSTAGRAM WHATSAPP WEBSITE
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